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About FOCUS 

The aim of FOCUS is to provide an easy-to-use program fitting package 
for crystal electric field parameter determination of rare earth 
containing materials. In general, neutron spectra of crystal electric field 
excitations are too complex to be run by batch jobs. FOCUS pays full 
attention to this fact and uses the interactive program shell of 
MULTI_FRILLS. 

FOCUS has all rare earth ions R3+ implemented (excluding La3+ and 
Lu3+ which show no crystal electric field splitting) and supports all 
possible crystal electric field hamiltonians for the 32 different point 
symmetries of the crystal electric field. Additionally, FOCUS calculates 
the crystal electric field hamiltonian in two different ways; the first 
method uses Stevens' operator-equivalents whilst the second applies 3j
symbols. As both methods should exactly give the same result, the user 
has the possibility to check the calculations by switching between both 
kinds of methods. 

FOCUS can handle three different kinds of crystal electric field 
parameter; the first ones are the so-called Bkq - parameters which are 
operating in front of the full Stevens' operator-equivalents Okq(1.). The 
second parameter scheme Vkq uses normalised full Stevens' operator
equivalents. The operator normalisation ensures that FOCUS varies 
parameters of equal size. The third scheme (Xi ,R) is based on the 
normalised parameters mentioned above, and defines an overall crystal 
electric field splitting Rand n-1 spherical parameters Xi if n is the 
number of fitting parameters. The overall splitting can take any real 
value (positive or negative) while the spherical parameters are limited to 
the range -1 to 1, only. The user can switch between the different kinds 
of parameter schemes by using one only FOCUS command. 

FOCUS also provides the possibility of a random selection of initial 
parameters with finite boundaries by Monte-Carlo simulation. This 
should help in all those cases where good starting parameters are not 
given by physical reasons. 
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How to get started 


To start the FOCUS program package, you should have access to 
the ISISE-Network on the ISIS Facility of the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory. Before starting the FOCUS application set up the 
GENIE environment. If you are using a normal Decterm terminal 
it is sufficient to type genie only. A GKS icon will be created and 
the » sign should appear on the original window. But if you are 
working on a PC which has a network node of ndip09 and 
transfers its data via TCP lIP to the network, the following 
commands should define the required GENIE environment 

ISISE> set display/createlnode=ndip09/transfer=tcpip 
ISISE> genieldev=motif 

Calling the GENIE environment from your local PC. 

Again a GKS icon and the > > sign should appear. If nothing 
happens, ask the computer support for help. In the next step you 
have to provide the neutron data you are interested in. FOCUS 
will expect a GENIE workspace. 

» read wI het05388.cor 1 
Reading block 1 
» 

An example for loading the neutron data in a GENIE workspace 
w1. 

In the above example, GENIE reads workspace wI by a standard 
GENIE read command. A message like Reading Block 1 signals that 
GENIE has found the specified workspace and that everything is 
working. After loading the neutron data in a GENIE workspace, 
type @g:focus to start up the FOCUS application. If @g:focus does 
not work try @het$disk:[hetmgr.genie]focus. FOCUS will ask you 
now for the workspace number of the neutron data you want to fit. 
The next input defines a workspace which can be used by FOCUS 
itself. Provide a workspace you do not need on your own. 
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» 

*** * I 

* * * I 

* *** *** *** *** I 
An Interactive Crystal El¢¢tticJ"ielo. I 

Parameter Fitting.package uSIng I 
» NeutrpnSc<+tteringJJata I 
» Peter Fabi I 
» ISIS",Facility,. Rtitherf0rd~ppleton.LaQq(atpl}' I 
» teleph()ne: -44213544.5428'· .. .. I 
» faxsimile: -44213544.5383. I 
» I 
» 
» 
»_ _ w .._. __ ....________ .... ____ M ___ • ___________------.. - .. ..__________..______~---- ...._---~--"!I' 

I FOCUS Version for single workspace fit only 
. . . .: . . .» ____________;.._____.____......_~~_--.......--------------~----____ -:~ ...~--".-_-~---_----___-t.-_--_.._..;-

» Please give in first the workspace number where the.crystal . 
»electric field data are you want to fit {e.g. enter .1 Jorwl). 
» Then enter a workspace number for the FOCUS output 
» 

Example for neutron data in workspace wl. The workspace w2 is 
used by FOCUS itself. 

After typing in the workspace number of the FOCUS output (e.g. 2 
for workspace w2) the neutron data workspace (in the above 
example this is workspace wl) is written by a GENIE write 
command to your scratch disk. The filename is frills. in. FOCUS will 
only be called if the GENIE transform command succeeded. 
Otherwise the control will be returned to GENIE. If you see the » 
prompt, leave GENIE by typing exit, start GENIE, read in the 
workspace you want to fit and try to start up FOCUS again. If you 
fail again, ask the computer support for help. 
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If the control of the program is given to FOCUS, the user is asked 
for a rare earth number. The rare earth nUlTLber defines for which 
rare earth ion the crystal electric field calculation will be for. 

Mtt~r~~ttve: ... Qr,ysitiJ. ..... i,.. 
Parameter .. FittingPacIC~g~Uslng 


Neutron. Scattering Data' 

PeterFabi· 


IMPLEMENTED RAREEARTH IONS 

----------------------------- .... ------- ...--------;...------...;...---.;.-------....--..;..... ...------......-....'.;...-..;...;;..;...;.;......;..~...,;.;;.-
IR3+ll=Cel2=Prl3=NdI4=PmI5=SmI6=EuI7=GdI8=Tbl?";Dyll0=Hol1l.:;:Efll~TDlI13="bl 

, ,-. 

-----------------":"'----------:---~-----..;:...--,;....;...----_-----;·;.\...-..;.-....-~ ....-.... -_---__~~~~- ....-_...;.-~r~~·..i~~~.;.._~:"""'!"'_----
Table of implemented rare earth ionsR3+andib~ir relationslllP1:Qtfie 
rare earth number. 

Example for an input of 11. The crystal electric field calculation 
will be for Er3+. 
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Next, the user is asked for the point symmetry of the rare earth 
R3+ ion. Type in the symmetry number of the crystal electric field 
shown by the table. 

" . "'" 

-------------------~-----.--------~----- ....-------~-:.....--~---..:..-...;.;..~-~.-~.~';..,-

I point symmetry of tIle crystal fieldl syrriJ:iiet:ty,i1tl~lL'" ;[ 

:--~-i-~i-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~}~~~~~~~~~~~~:::=::2-d~-j~ii~~BD:n;;;:'..;::~,••• ·" 

I. C2 Cs C2h -------;.---------.;.7~.,;"'-------7 ...-..;.:;--i."...~H~~~b+··'1 
I C2v D2 D2h ,,27,.~;.....--"~1 
I C4 84 C4h ..:--------..:--------.,.-------':'':''-..:-,..--;.;.,;., 3 --------+.,;'.' '.. " 
I D4 C4 v D2d D4h __________.;._"c.--~-.,-- ... -:_-..;-.." 4 ---;.-...,:. ...;."',:.. I 
I C3 86 ------------------------------;...,;:..--:-:---...---:--5.:-......"':--..,...:., J 
ID3 C3v D3dlr:, 
I C6 C3h C6h D6 C6v D3h D6h 1" 
I T Td Th 0 Oh -------..;--~---------':"-----.;....-----&;.:--;,.....,.,;.;;;..:;I; 

How symmetry numbers· are connecte4t().thep()rJits~~~
of the crystal field of the R3+ion. .' , . .,.""., 

Example for a symmetry number of 4. The calculation of the 
crystal electric field will be valid for point symmetries of c4v 'D41 

D2d and D4h • 
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The next input of FOCUS decides whether the rare earth moment 
is parallel to the +c-direction of the single crystal or not. The input 
defines the location of the quantization axis and has therefore no 
influence on the calculated transition energies, transition matrix 
elements and transition intensities. The only advantage is that it 
gives the easiest wavefunctions out. 

If this question is answered by yes (or y) the calculation uses 
Stevens' operator-equivalents (steven-operators) by default. The 
quantization axis will be +c. 

What is the point symmetry of the rare earth ion 
symmetry number, see table above (0-8): 4 

·taease 

Example for a rare earth moment parallel to +c = [001]. 

In the case of no (or n) the user is asked for the Euler-angles ex, ~ 
and 'Y • The Euler-angles determine the location of the rare earth 
moment relative to the crystallographic (single crystal) system 
with axes abc. Now 3j-symbols are used by default for the 
calculation and the quantization axis is +z. The orientation of the 
axes x y z relative to abc is defined by ex, ~ and 'Y • 

What is the point symmetry of the rare earth ion ? Please type in the 
symmetry number, see table above (0-8) : 4 

Example for a rare earth moment parallel to [110]. 


The following input asks (if possible) whether the real part or the 
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imaginary part of the crystal field parameter Bkq shall be chosen. 

Input a 0 for the real part or a 1 for the imaginary part. 

"/: :', ':" '. ", - - ',' ," -- - '.-; ,' __ -.' -',._ - - :,- -',>. --, ',','<,.:-:,', ''''c,-' - '.

:':~~~'~~~-~------~".~--~_';'_-~._~~~-~'''',~~';':~-~_~'i'''-~-..;,c~..;,~:..-~:~-~~~._~ . 

'THE DEFlNITION'OFTHECRYSTAL 

\ 1\ 1 \ \ 
H = > B 0 (J) +--- > > B Q Gf) 

I kO kO 21 I kqkg 

k=2,4,6 k:::2,4,6 

'I S\B1201211221140141142143IA411®161162163J6tJ.,,16516611 

I-----I---I---I---II-~-I:..--I--:I-,.-I---II--,.I--"I;.:--I---1 .....,-("'-:;1-..-11 

1 4 I r I 1 "r I I r I r" r I IF Ir 1 I II 


B = Bkq-parameters and S= symmetry number 
Used System: crystallographic system 

A table which shows you which crystal field parameteriscomplex (c)or real(r) 
for the given symmetry number of 4. ' 

The CONTROL will now be given to MULT-FRILLS. 

Type H <return> for a list of the available MULTCFRILLS COMMANDS. 

Type @ <return>' for a jist ofthe available FOCUSC()Ml\.fANDS' 

Type D P <return> to DISPLAY the fitting parametel"$. 

Type S P <return> to SET the fittil1g p~ral\1eter~., , 


. . .-- , ".-- .. ,---.'-:. '. . 

DetaUs of the fit , are stored in SYS$SCRA'l'hll:FOCUS~LPl' 
"DetaUs of the crystal field are stored inSYS$SCIlATC~:E6cbs:CEF 
Please wait ••. ' 

.# 

Example for a symmetry of 4. In both cases the real parts of the 
crystal field parameters are chosen. 
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The control of the program is then given to the program 
MULTI_FRILLS and after a short time the MULTI_FRILLS prompt 
# should appear. Type now help or @focus for a list of the 
available MULTI_FRILLS or FOCUS commands. Type d p to 
display the fitting parameters or s p if you want to set them. With 
go the calculation (fit) is started. FOCUS is finished by the exit 
command. 


Dataset 1 

Parameter set 
1 0 Temperatur (Kelvin) 
2 o Incoming Energy(me V) 
3 o Detectorangle 
4 o Bkgd Constant 
5 o Bkgd slope (meV-I) 
6 o Elastic Intensity 
7 o Elastic pos (meV) 
8 o Elastic FWHM(me V) 
9 o Inelastic FWHM (me V) 

10 o Intensity factor 
11 o B_ext(x) (Tesla) 
12 o B_ext(y) (Tesla) 
13 o B_ext(z) (Tesla) 
14 o B_mol(x) (Tesla) 
15 o B_mol(y) (Tesla) 
16 o B_mol(z) (Tesla) 
17 o Re B20 (meV) 
18 o Re B40 (me V) 
19 o Re B44 (meV) 
20 o Re B60 (meV) 
21 o Re B64 (me V) 

# 

P 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO· 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOQ()OE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 

Pmin Ptnax 

The fit parameters for a symmetry number of 4. The fitting 
parameters 1 to 16 do not depend on the selected symmetry 
number. 
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FOCUS Commands 


This chapter describes all FOCUS commands which are available 
in the program package of Version 1.0. As is the case for 
MULTI_FRILLS, every command or keyword may be abbreviated 
by its first letter, optional parameters are surrounded by square 
brackets. Numerical values may be separated by spaces or 
commas. All FOCUS commands start with @focus. Each command 
is finished by the <return> key. 

Help commands provided by FOCUS 

Command @focus 
Abbreviation @ 

Action Provides a help and the entry to all defined 
FOCUS commands. A user of FOCUS has 
either to know @focus or @ to have full access 
to all possible FOCUS commands. 

# @focus 
Possible FOCUS commands are: 
@ Alter . - Alter Parameter . .. ....c·.· 

@ Display - Display Angles,Cef sYmni~try,~~g~nt}t~()n;~ . 
Ian R3+, INtensitie~.~yel,$chb~et·Y;' 
MOment 6fR3+, .Qper~tQi~Sha.tl~.p£~*¢i~~4~~s, •.·.~·· 
Wavefundions . ... ... '.. .. 

@ Help 
@ Info 
@Montecarlo 

- Help Alter, Display, Help, Inf
- Info Version 
- Monte-Carlo 

o,Montecarlo;.s~t·· 

@ Set - Set Angles(Euler), Degeneration, Opetat()r.~l1~pe·!()f.line. 

Capital letters sign the ininimalabbreviation. 


Type @ HELP HELP forfurtheriI1foIlI1i~ol1S,. 

# 


For example, type @ i v to get an information about the version of 
FOCUS you are using now or type @ a to have an entry to all alter 
commands. In all cases there is a guide to help you through the 
FOCUS command language. 

19 
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Command 

Abbreviation 

Action 

Command 

Abbreviation 
Action 

@focus help or help @focus 
@h or h@ 
Both commands have the same action as @focus. 
The first command does what it says, it will give 
you a help on all defined FOCUS commands. 
Additionally, the second command shows more 
the fact that @focus is actually an additional 
MUL TI_FRILLS command which has to be 
provided by a help. 

@focus help help 
@hh 
This command prints out a help on the help 
command. It will show you how the help 
command should be used to get a help on the 
different FOCUS commands. 

#@focushelp help 

@ HELP is possible on the following COMMANDS: 

@ Help Alter - Help provided on the ALTER command 

. @ Help Display -Help provided on the DISPLAY command 
@ Help Help - Help provided on the HELP command 
@·HelpInfo - Help provided on·the INFO .com.mand 
@ Help Montecarlo - Help provided on the¥ONTE command 
@Help Set - Help provided on the SET command 

Capitalletters sign the minimal abbreviation. 
# 

For example, if you want to know what action the @focus display 
command has, type @focus help display or use the abbreviation @ 
hd. 

Command @focus help alter 
Abbreviation @ha 
Action Provides a help on the alter command. 
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If you what to alter from the Bkq-parameter scheme to the more 
sophisticated Vkq-parameter scheme which uses normalised 
operators for fitting then the command @ a p v will do this. 

Command @focus help display 
Abbreviation @hd 
Action Provides a help on the display command. 

#@focus help display 

c:apiiliIletters sign the niinimal abbreviation.. 

'.. ..>, .. ; 

@ Display Angles ....... ,,; ...... . -list ilieEuler;-$gles9ftllejl3+ moment 
. ;;> use @'sa tQ .set' the'Euler7angles' 

Cef symmetry ..... . .-listt~~ CEFP9in.tS,Y,~~ttytq~~;ijBqlatio~isfor 
Degeneration.., ... . -'llstif$e~degerieiatiQ~tlltg'~s(;jN(~e .. ' .. U 

eIlergy<Ie:Vels..;ate.¢QjJ(bi.11~)';9r·0FFi(~' 
energylevels>·~NQ:rcomblnl!d 
-> use@;s.d toch~gethedeg~nerati()ri:fl.ag 

Excitations ..... , ... . - list the calculated crystaI field exCitatlons 
IOn .......... : ......... . -list the.R3+ ion the calculation 'is for 
INtensities........... -listtlleCEF transition intensities between 

CEFenergy levels 
Level scheme....... - list the CEF level ~cheIne .(CEF transition 

energies and CEF transition matrix elements fof 
a powdered sample) 

MAtrix elements.. - list the CEF transition matrix elements 
Moment R3+....... -listthe calculated magnetic moment ofR3+ 
Operator.............. -list if the calculation uses steven-operators (ON) 

or 3}..symbols (OFF) 
-> use @ so to change the operator flag 

Shape.............. .... - list. the line shape ofa spe,Ci~excitation 
->··use.··@ . s 'stochange:iheJinespape 

Wavefunctions..... .list the wa:v((JllIlctiond~ theR3+ion 

If you want to know what the excitations are then type @ display 
excitations or @ d e for short. 
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[Plot parameters] [n1 n2~n3n4 ..'.]~~lo.t.:eatam~t~ . ",'" . 
·by@m;n'9.vet:ten~UttQij. .. 

d;ita;,llt.ri2i~.;~~.: . . 
,posi~Qtis . . 

v;:iltie$"fil.· 
-4>···.··S~e 

[Load parameters] [n1]- IPadina.&¢U~~t~:. '.. 
h~sbebriaefin . 
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Command @focus help info 
Abbreviation @hi 
Action Provides a help on the info command. 

. #@Jocus belpinfo 
@Info Version 

. Capital letters sign the ~U.J.lllUl<U 
# 

Type @ i v to find out which FOCUS version is released to you. 

Command @focus help montecarlo 
Abbreviation @hm 
Action Provides a help on the montecarlo command. 

# @focus help montecarlo \~» ... »i'.', . 
@ Montecarlo [New1 - Monte-Car~bonaUp~aIli~t~[~,'\Vllli!~i1it~itJ,QY~~~S~:+· 

Capital letters sign the minimal abbreviation. 
# 

Type @ m n to start the Monte-Carlo simulation, type @ m d to 
display all found Chi**2 values lower than or equal to a given 
maximum of Chi**2, and for example to plot the calculated 
excitations of the first 20 parameter sets one after the other over 
the experimental neutron data type @ m p 1·20. 
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Command @focus help set 
Abbreviation @hs 
Action Provides a help on the set command. 

#<?~tocris belp set c' . 

@Set Angles - sertlleEuler ..anglesa1pha.b~t~,a~d.g~~< .......... :;>.;: 
Degeneration [OFf] - degenerateden:ergylevenlate"tQo:Q;ll:Urie&t~¢f8itltJ ;;/>< 

[ON] - degen.erated ehergylevel~are'c~hibided .' " 
Operator [OFf] - ca!¢ulationuses3j-syrtjb61s 

[ON] - calcIHation usessteyefl~operat()rs. 
Shape [n1 n2-n3 n4 ... ]- setaspecifiedlinpsnapefdra 


specific excitation. nl,ri2.... are 

numbers of excitations. Bee: @d s 


. Capital letters sign the minimal abbreviation. 
# 

If you want to use 3j-symbols instead of Stevens' operator
equivalents for the crystal electric field calculation then type @ set 
operator off or use the abbreviation @ s 0 of. If you want to 
combine degenerated energy levels then use the command @ s d 
on. If you want to set the third and the tenth up to fifteenth 
excitation to another lineshape then input @ s s 310-15. 
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Alter command provided by FOCUS 


Command @£ocus alter 
Abbreviation @a 
Action The entry to all alter commands. 

The user is asked for an input. For altering the fitting parameters 
to the normalised Vkq-parameter, first type in p and then v. 

Command @£ocus alter parameter bkq 
Abbreviation @apb 
Action Alters the fitting parameters to the Bkq-parameter. 

You can check the kind of fitting parameters you 
are using by typing d p. 

I : @focus alter parameter bkq 

To alter the fitting parameter to the Bkq-parameter scheme. 


Command 
Abbreviation 
Action 

@£ocus alter parameter vkq 
@apv 
Alters the fitting parameters to the normalised 
Vkq-parameter. See The transformation to a 
normalised parameter scheme in the Appendix to get 
a proper definition what is meant by this. Again, 
you can check the kind of fitting parameters you 
are actually using by typing d p. 
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To alter the fitting parameter to the Vkq-parameter scheme. 


Command 
Abbreviation 
Action 

@focus alter parameter xr 
@apx 
Alters the fitting parameters to the (x,R)-parameter 
scheme. See The n-dimensional spherical parameters 
in the Appendix for a proper definition. The 
transformation affects only those paranieters 
which have a parameter number greater or equal 
11 and are not fixed. See page 17 for the definition 
of the parameter 1 to 10. Type d p to see which 
parameter will be transformed. In general, these 
are all magnetic field parameter (external and 
molecular) and all crystal electric field parameter. 
The transformation to the (x,R)-scheme will be 
successful if there is at least one free fitting 
parameter with a parameter number greater or 
equal 11. Otherwise an error message will be given 
out. The reason why only magnetic and crystal 
field parameter are affected by the spherical 
transformation is the following. All other 
parameters either mirrow experimental 
conditions, are dictated by the resolution function 
or at least are found quickly and therefore will be 
fixed afterwards. In contrast to this, the work of 
FOCUS really lies in determing the magnetic and 
the crystal electric field parameters. 
Again, the kind of the actual fitting parameters 
might be checked by typing d p. 

1 : @focus alter parameter :IT ·1 

To alter the fitting parameter to the (x,R)-parameter scheme. 
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Set commands provided by FOCUS 


Command @focus set 
Abbreviation @s 
Action The entry to all set commands. 

The user is asked for an input. For example, to set special 
lineshapes to specific excitations type shape of line or s only. If the 
message ERROR: Excitation spectrum not yet determined appears, fix 
all parameters (to make sure that .they are not varied) and define 
the excitation spectrum by typing go.. 

Command @focus set angles 
Abbreviation @sa 
Action Sets the Euler-angles a I ~ and 'Y • The Euler-angles 

define how the crystal electric field and the 
external magnetic field will be rotated after the 
next go command. The molecular magnetic field is 
per definition parallel to the rare earth moment 
and therefore not influenced by the rotation 
defined above. The rotation operator and details of 
both rotations are listed in the Appendix. 

# @focus set angles 
The R3+ moment is canted compared to the crystalsystem (a;b,c) 
by the Euler-angles. 
Please give in now the Euler-angles (in units of degrees). 

: old value will not be .'"'uu....F....""'. 

The user is asked for the Euler-angles a I ~ and 'Y . Example for a 
rare earth moment parallel to [110]. 
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Command 	 @focus set degeneration on 
Abbreviation 	 @ s d on 
Action 	 This flag influences the output of the energy 

levels, transition matrix elements, transition 
intensities and wavefunctions. All energy levels 
which are closer than 0.005 meV are assumed to be 
degenerated and are labed by a degeneration 
index. The status of the degeneration flag can be 
checked by the command @focus display 
degeneration or by @ d d. 

1:@foCUS set degeneration on 

To combine degenerated energy levels. 


Command 
Abbreviation 
Action 

@focus set degeneration off 
@sdof 
This flag influences the output of the energy 
levels, transition matrix elements, transition 
intensities and wavefunctions. All energy levels 
which are closer than 0.005 meV are not assumed 
to be degenerated and are not labed by a 
degeneration index. The status of the degeneration 
flag can be checked by the command @focus 
display degeneration or by @ d d. 

I·: @focus set degeneration off 

Do not combine degenerated energy levels. 
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Command 	 @focus set operator on 
Abbreviation 	 @soon 
Action 	 The crystal electric field is calculated by Stevens' 

operator-equivalents after the next go command. 
The status of the operator flag can be checked by 
the command @focus display operator or by @ d 
o. 

1:@foCUS set operator on 

Choose Stevens' operator-equivalents for the next calculation. 


I: @focus set operator on 

Command @focus set operator off 
Abbreviation @soof 
Action The crystal electric field is calculated by 3j

symbols operators after the next go command. The 
status of the operator flag can be checked by the 
command @focus display operator or by @ d o. 

Choose stevens-operators for the next calculation. 


Command @focus set shape 
Abbreviation @ss 
Action Sets a lineshape to all positive excitations. The 

lineshape of a negative excitation is defined by the 
positive one. By default the lineshape of the quasi 
elastic line is lorentzian*bosefactor with the 
bosefactor E*(l +n(E». E means energy transfer and 
n(E) is the occupation factor of the bose statistic 
for a given temperature T, i.e. neE) =(e- E1T -It. All 
other excitations (including the elastic line) have 
gaussian lineshape by default. Type @focus 
display shape or @ d s to see what the lineshapes 
of all positive excitations are. If a message ERROR: 
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Excitation spectrum not yet determined appears, fix all parameters 
and type go. Remark: also possible is e.g. @ s s 1-3 5 to set the 
lineshape of specific excitations only (e.g. 1-3 and 5). 

#;(f~fOj~1lS set shape 0-1 . 
El&OR: Excitation spectrum notyetdetennined 
#go 

you wish to restore the old parameters IN]? . 
@1.fOcus set shapeO-l ..... ............ ...•.. ..•..•• ...• .. .•.•. ... ;; ... 

(Jive tl;1~ excitation value. FQrit~definiti()ri~ee:·@l(jl)..... 
INPUT BELOW is expecteda.s follows: 

<return> : old value isnot changed 
1 <return> : to choose GAUSSIAN 

lineshape of the elastic and quasI elastic line is set to 
lorentzian shape. 

Info commands provided by FOCUS 

Command @focus info 
Abbreviation @i 
Action The entry to all info commands. 

The user is asked for an input. For example, if you want to show 
the version of FOCUS which is released to you, type v. 
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Display commands provided by FOCUS 


Command @focus display 
Abbreviation @d 
Action The entry to all display commands. 

·@focus display 
Display what? Implemented are:. 

. Angles, Cef symmetry, Degeneration,Excitations, 
f-An,<"f-"",,, IOn R3+, Level sl:;Qeme, 

The user is asked for an input. For example, to display the. 
calculated matrix elements the user should type in matrix elements 
or ma only. If the message ERROR: excitation spectrum not yet 
determined appears, type go. 

Command @focus display angles 
Abbreviation @da 
Action Print out to the screen the values of the Euler

angles which are used in the calculation. Use 
@focus set angles to change the values. 

# @focus display angles 

The R3+ moment is canted compared to the crystal system (a,b,c) 
by the following Euler-angles: 
alpha (Euler) = 0.00 degrees 
beta (Euler) = 0.00 degrees 
gamma (Euler) = 0.00 degrees 

# 

Output if all Euler-angles are zero. 
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Command @focus display cef symmetry 
Abbreviation @dc 
Action prints the point symmetry of the crystal electric 

field to the screen. 

# @foeusdisplay eef symmetry 

point symmetry of crystal field I symmetry number 
D4' C4v D2d D4h --------------------------- 4 ----------

Ouput for a symmetry number of 4. 


Command @focus display degeneration 
Abbreviation @dd 
Action Shows the status of the degeneration flag. 

# @foeus display degeneration 
The degeneration flag is OFF. 
Degenerated energy levels are not combined! 
Use @ s d to change the degeneration flag. 

# 

Output if the degeneration flag is off. 

# @foeus display degeneration 
.. 	 The degeneration flag is ON. 

Degenerated energy levels are combined! 
Use @ s d to change the degeneration flag. 

# 

Output if the degeneration flag on. 
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Command 
Abbreviation 

@focus display excitations 
@ d e 

Action Shows all the calculated crystal electric field 
excitations. The excitations are ordered by 
increasing intensities. If a message ERROR: 
Excitation spectrum not yet determined appears, type 
go. 

#@focus display ion 

The calculation is for rare earth ion: Er3+ 

# @focus display cef symmetry 

point symmetry of crystal field I symmetry number 
D4 C4v D2d D4h --------------------------- 4 ---------

# 

The calculation of the excitation spectrum will be for the rare earth 
ion Er3+ and for a point symmetry with symmetry number 4. 

# display parameter 
Dataset 1 

========= 
Parameter set P Pmin Pmax 

1 0 Temperatur (Kelvin) 4.5000 Fixed 
2 0 Incoming Energy(me V) 15.000 Fixed 
3 0 Detector angle 20.000 Fixed 
4 0 Bkgd Constant 0.10000 Fixed 
5 0 Bkgd slope (meV-I) O.OOOOOE+OO Fixed 
6 0 Elastic Intensity 51.910 Fixed 
7 0 Elastic pos (meV) 0.10000E-Ol Fixed 
8 0 Elastic FWHM(meV) 0.43270 Fixed 
9 0 Inelastic FWHM (me V) 0.43270 Bound to parameter 8 

10 0 Intensity factor 1.7309 Fixed 
11 0 B_ext(x) (Tesla) O.OOOOOE+OO Fixed 
12 0 B_ext(y) (Tesla) O.OOOOOE+OO Fixed 
13 0 B ext(z) (Tesla) O.OOOOOE+OO Fixed 

Continued on next page. 
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O . .LI_.LUV.\C"'J 

B_mol(y) 
B_mol(z) 
Re B20 
Re B40 
ReB44 
Re B60 
Re B64 

. (meV) -O;J.""tVVV.L'7\ 

CmeV) . -b~ .... . 
(meV) .0;31000£..03· 
(meV) 0.59000E706 
(meV) 0.29000E;..04 

14 
15 ·0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 . 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 

# 

The above fit parameters are used for the calculation below. 


# @focus display excitations 
ERROR: Excitation spectrum not yet determined 
#go 
Do you wish to restore the old parameters [N]? 
# @focus display excitations 

The sample temperature is: 4.50 Kelvin 

Energy levels which are closer than 0.06 Kelvin are assumed to be.degener~~(f . 

Only those excitations are printed out whoseintensjties.::tregre~t~ror 


equal 0.01 barn. The excitations are ordered by decreasinginWnsities. 


1 : O.OOmeV 24.66 barn Lorentz *Bosefactor 
2: 2.83 meV 11.87 barn Gauss 
3: 0.41 meV 7.59 barn Gauss 
4: 3.92 meV 3.88 barn Gauss 
5 : -0.41 meV 2.66 barn Gauss 
6: 9.46 meV 1.52 barn Gauss 
7: 7.22 meV 1.42 barn Gauss 
8 : 10.83 meV 0.60 barn Gauss 
9: 9.05 meV 0.53 barn Gauss 

10: 3.51 meV 0.44 barn Gauss 
11: 8.17 meV 0.23 barn Gauss 
12 : 2.42 meV 0.21 barn Gauss 
13 : 10.43 meV 0.02 barn Gauss 
14 : 7.76meV 0.02 barn Gauss 

# 

The calculated excitation spectrum of Er3+ at a temperature of 4.5 
Kelvin for the parameter settings given above. 
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Command 	 @focus display intensities 
Abbreviation 	 @ d in 
Action 	 Shows for a given temperature the energy levels of 

the crystal electric field and the transition matrix 
elements for a powdered sample. Whether the 
degenerated energy levels of the crystal field are 
combined or not depends on the status of the 
degeneration flag. Type @ d d to display the status 
of the degeneration flag. Use @ s d to change it. If 
a message ERROR: Excitation spectrum not yet 
determined appears, type go. 

# @focus set degeneration on 
# @focus display intensities 

THE CALCULATED ENERGY LEVELS 

1 : 
2: 
3 : 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 

0.00 me V Degeneration: 
0.41 me V Degeneration: 
2.83 meV Degeneration: 
3.92 me V Degeneration: 
7.63 me V Degeneration: 
8.17 me V Degeneration: 
9.46 me V Degeneration : 

10.83 meV Degeneration: 

2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 

FOR POWDER MEASUREMENTS 

The transition intensities J(i->k) in bam. 
temperature : 4.50 Kelvin. 

1 2 3 4 
1 15.53 7.59 11.87 3.88 
2 2.66 9.12 0.21 0.44 
3 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Continued on next page. 

5 
0.00 
1.42 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

6 
0.23 
0.02 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

7 
1.52 
0.53 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

8 
0.60 
0.02 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

41.24 
14.42 
0.03 
0.00 
0.00 
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6·,O'{)Q o.ooo~oou.ob .OrOOO:O()·;;();()O;;rt):ooQ!.Qo 
7.:0:00' 0.00 o.oOQ.d69.()()· &b(r&o()'"(}~()(f 

,$J.J);OQ " 0;00 0:00. 0.000.00,·, o.,QQ..Q;PQ<too" 
<:","";,,,'.;.:,',. ." :. ,. 

i~tficorist· := 4*pi*(i12*rO*GJ)**iwemaywtite: 
'1~i';,.~}::: coilst *exp(:-E(i)ff)/Z(T)1"kiljtlk>I**2. 
FOT each row the sum of the COlulllhsisequalto: 
~S*j*(j+l )*const*exp(E(i){f)lz;eT). 

SUnmungadditionallyoverallrows,wegetthe ' 
to(mscattered magnetic intensity to : ' 
X21g~const*j*G+l): ,55.70 barn. 

The calculated crystal electric field energy levels and transition 
intensities of Er3+ at a temperature of 4.5 Kelvin. The paramter 
settings are described in the command explanation of @focus 
display excitation. 

Command @focus display ion r3+ 
Abbreviation @dio 
Action Displays for which rare earth ion R3+ the crystal 

electric field calculation is for. 

#@focus display ion r3+ 

The calculation is for rare earth ion: Er3+ 

# . .... ......... 


The calculation IS for Er3+. 
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Command 	 @£ocus display level scheme 
Abbreviation 	 @ d I 
Action 	 Shows for a given temperature the energy levels of 

the crystal electric field and the transition matrix 
elements for a powdered sample. Whether the 
degenerated energy levels of the crystal field are 
combined or not depends on the status of the 
degeneration flag. Type @ d d to display the status 
of the degeneration flag. Use @ s d to change it. If 
a message ERROR: Excitation spectrum not yet 
determined appears, type go. 

# @focus set degeneration on 
# @focus display level scheme 

THE CALCULATED ENERGY LEVELS 

1 : 
2: 
3 : 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 

0.00 me V Degeneration: 
0.41 me V Degeneration: 
2.83 me V Degeneration: 
3.92 meV Degeneration: 
7.63 me V Degeneration: 
8.17 meV Degeneration: 
9.46 meV Degeneration: 

10.83 meV Degeneration: 

2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 
2-fold 

FOR POWDER MEASUREMENTS 

The transition matrix elements kiljtlk>I**2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 32.01 15.65 24.46 8.00 0.01 0.48 
2 15.65 53.74 1.24 2.59 8.39 0.11 
3 24.46 1.24 14.68 23.81 3.24 14.73 
4 8.00 2.59 23.81 29.66 5.07 4.26 
5 0.01 8.39 3.24 5.07 24.83 24.75 
6 0.48 0.11 14.73 4.26 24.75 24.21 
7 3.14 3.14 0.50 8.46 19.74 2.51 

Continued on next page. 

7 
3.14 
3.14 
0.50 
8.46 

19.74 
2.51 

22.33 

8 
1.25 
0.14 
2.33 
3.14 
2.97 

17.94 
25.19 

85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
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8 1.25 0.14 2.33 

. The sum of each roW 1.is:4/~*J*(hI:1'),\,p±2j> 

n~iiis. the de9rrteration ofthe~~ergyley~i.i •••· 

which belbngsto the row}. ""See aboye:rint' 


"·CAI£ULATEDENERGY LEVEtS,"foflhe 

convention of labeling oftheenergylevels" 


# 

The calculated crystal electric field energy levels and transition 
matrix elements for a powdered sample of Er3+ at a temperature 
of 4.5 Kelvin. The parameter settings are described in the 
command explanation @focus display excitation. 

Command @focus display matrix elements 
Abbreviation @dma 
Action Shows for a given temperature the energy levels of 

the crystal electric field and the transition matrix 
elements for a single crystal and a powdered sample. 
Whether the degenerated energy levels of the 
crystal field are combined or not depends on the 
status of the degeneration flag. Type @ d d to 
display the status of the degeneration flag. Use @ s 
d to change it. If a message ERROR: Excitation 
spectrum not yet determined appears, type go. 

# @focus set degeneration on 
# @focus display matrix elements 

THE CALCULATED ENERGY LEVELS 
-------------------------------------~-----""!'---I""'........ -I""' .... 

1 : 0.00 meV Degeneration: 2,.fold 
2: 0.41 meV Degeneration: 2:..fold 
3 : 2.83 meV Degeneration: 2-fold 
4: 3.92 meV Degenerlltiou.: 2·,fold 
5 : 7.63 me V De eneration: 2-fold. 

Continued on next page. 
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.8.17.rii¢¥.p~gen.efa~ion 
"9A6)meV Degenetafi()Il. 
lO.83'meV D~geiieration': ",-..,..,u.... 

. The transition matrix elements l<iux1lol**2' 
1 2 34. 5 6 ':J8, ' .. 

1 15.59 11.74 7.12 6.00 0~01 0;092,35> O;~2(f ·~1·"·".93'.'•.•.."'.31.:.':.06i'.<..•..•.•.,.,
2 L1.74 0.00 0.93' 0.02 6.20 0;08 ();is<.O.10 . 
3 7.12 0.93 10.40 17.86 2,43 1.860~371.:;4.4> .'.1.·,9-i.. ~.Xk.'.· .••.•. ·' 
4 6.00 0.02 17.86 22.11 2.28 3.20 5.36.2.36'5.9/20(: 
5 0.01 6.20 2.43 2.28 2.34 15.56 13.44 .2.2344A·9 
6 0.09 0.08 1.86 3.20 15.56 15.60 1.88};57 3:~t85" 
7 2.35 0.28 0.37 5.36 13.44 1.88 0.3718.89 42~94 
8 0.20 0.10 1.44 2.36 2.23 1.57 18.89 21.84 4&.63 

The transition matrix elements 1<iljyllol**2 
1 2 34567 8' 

1 15.59 11.74 7.12 6.00 0.01 0.09 2.35 0.2Q.4.3,ip 
2 11.74 0.00 0.93 0.02 6.20 0.08 0.~8 9~10'l.9j6,· . 
3 7.12 0.93 10.40 17.86 2.43 1.860.~1 L4442.4"1~ ;" 
4 6.00 0.02 17.86 22.11 2.28 3.20 5.36 . 2.36 59:20· 
5 0.01 6.20 2.43 2.28 2.34 15.5613.44 2~2344i49i.. .' 
6 0.09 0.08 1.86 3.20 15.56 15.60 1.88 . 1.57 39.8S 
7 2.35 0.28 0.37 5.36 13.44 1.88 0.37 18.8942.94 
8 0.20 0.10 1.44 2.36 2.23 1.57 18.89 21.84 48.63 

The transition matrix elements 1<iljzllol**2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 16.84 0.00 22.46 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.00 L47 41.29 
2 0.00 80.61 0.00 3.83 0.17 0.00 4.15 0.00 88.77 
3 22.46 0.00 1.23 0.00 0.00 18.37 0.00 0.61 42.41 
4 0.00 3.83 0.00 0.26 3.05 0.00 1.96 0.00 9.10 
5 0.00 0.17 0.00 3.05 32.56 0.00 2.73 0.00 .38.51 
6 0.53 0.00 18.37 0.00 0.00 5.12 0.00 23.76 47.79 
7 0.00 4.15 0.00 1.96 2.73 0.00 32.77 0.00 41.62 
8 1.47 0.00 0.61 0.00 0.00 23.76 0.00 4.40 30.24 

Continued on next page. 
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; FOa POWDER MEASURElV(E,NTS····
:'!,,'<" >'-~'-' " .
;i'-~:..-~l""!~~_---"'='~------------_-~---------- .....--.;.;"""--..;.---':'" 

The transition matrix elements .. ·kiljtllOl**2 

1 2· 3 4 ·5 6 


1 32.01 15.65 24.46 8.00 0.01 0.48 
2 15.65 53.74 1.24·.2.59 8.39 0.11 
3 <24.46 1.24 14.6823.81 3.2414:73 . 
. 4 8.00 2.59 23.81 29.66 5.07 4.26 8>46 
5 0.01 8.39· 3.24 5.07 24.8324.75 19.74': 
6 0.48 0.11 14.73 4.2624~7524:21 2.51 
7 3.14 3.14 0.50 8.46.19.74 2.5122',3~' 

8 1.25 0.14 2.33 3,14.2.97 17.9425.19 

The sum of each row I is : 213*J*(j+l)*n_i 

n_i is the degeneration of the energy level i 

which belongs to the row 1. See above: TIlE 

CALCULATED ENERGY LEVELS for· the 

convention of labeling of the energy levels. 


#. 

The calculated crystal electric field energy levels and transition 
matrix elements for a single crystal or powdered sample of Er3+ at 
a temperature of 4.5 Kelvin. The parameter settings are described 
in the command explanation @focus display excitation. 

Command @focus display operator 
Abbreviation @do 
Action Shows the status of the operator flag. 

#. @focus display operator 
The operator flag is OFF. 
Thehamiltoman is calculated by3j-symbols! 
Use @ s 0 to change the operator flag. 

#. 
Output if the operator flag is off. 
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i4t'@,acusdisplayopera(rir 
'iTl1~9peiator flag is ON ..' 

ThehaIIriltonian is calculated by steven-operators\;··· 
t.J&e@ s 0 to change the operator flag. 

#: 

Output if the operator flag is on. 

Command @focus display moment 
Abbreviation @dmo 
Action Shows the calculated rare earth moment for a 

given temperature. The position of the magnetic 
moment wit~in the x-, y- and z-axis depends on 
the values of the three Euler-angles a, ~ and 'Y • 
The z-axis is always the axis of quantization. The 
easierst wavefunctions will be achieved for a z
axis lying on the magnetic moment. 
If a message ERROR: Excitation spectrum not yet 
determined appears, type go. 

# @focus display moment 
mx ::::9.00myb 
my::::O.OOmyb 
mz =O.OOmyb 

The R3+ moment in units of the full measurable R3+ moment mr :::: 
gj*myb*j 

rnxIrnr= 100.00% 
my/mr= 0.00% 
mzlrnr= 0.00% 

if we choose: mx:::: m*sin(theta)*cos(phi) 
my :::: m*sin(theta)*sin(phiJ 
mz :::: m*cos(theta) 

Continued on next page. 
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x.,..y':' and z-axes are .....','U~"'''''' 
,"" @cla to sho\Vwhat I"••~~ .... 

The full magnetic moment of Er3+ is in x-direction for a magnetic 
field in x-direction and vanishing crystal field parameters. The 
Euler-angles a I ~ and 'Yare all zero. 

Command @focus display wavefunctions 
Abbreviation @dw 
Action Shows the calculated wavefunctions of the rare 

earth ion. Remarkable is however that the easierst 
wavefunctions are achieved for a quantization axis 
(z-axis) lying parallel to the magnetic moment. 
Type @ d rno to find out what position the 
magnetic moment in the (x y z) frame has. For a 
non vanishing moment set the Euler-angles a I ~ 

and 'Y to reasonable values. 
Whether the degenerated energy levels of the 
crystal field are combined or not depends on the 
status of the degeneration flag. Type @ d d to 
display the status of the degeneration flag. Use @ s 
d to change it. If a message ERROR: Excitation 
spectrum not yet determined appears, type go. 

#"@focus display wavefunctions 

THE CALCULATED WAVEFUNCTIONS 
~!"'"------------------------------------;...------""".;.;.----~----

! 1 1> = 1.000 + O.OOO*i !-7.5:> 

!2 " 1> = 1.000+ 0.000*i!-6.5> 

Continued on next page. 
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1.000 + 

15 1>= 1.000+ 0.000*1 !-3.5> 

!61>= 1.000 + 0.000*i!-2;5> 

! 7 1>= 1.000 + O.OOO*i!-1.5> 

18 1> = 1.000 + O.OOO*i !-0.5> 

!9 1>= 1.000 + O.OOO*i ! 0.5> 

flO 1> = 1.000 + O.OOO*i ! 1.5> 

!11 1>= 1.000 + O.OOO*i ! 2.5> 

! 12 1>= 1.000 + O.OOO*i ! 3.5> 

! 13 1>= 1.000 + O.OOO*i ! 4.5> 

! 14 1> = 1.000 + O.OOO*i ! 5.5> 

! 15 1>= 1.000 + O.OOO*i ! 6.5> 

! 16 1> ::: 1.000 + O.OOO*i ! 7.5> 

# 

The wavefunctions of Er3+ for a magnetic field in [OIOl-direction 
and vanishing crystal field parameters. The magnetic moment has 
the same direction as the magnetic field. If the Euler-angles are 
chosen to a =0" f ~ = 90" and 'Y =00 then the quantization axis will 
be the b-axis and the wavefunctions are the pure Zeeman levels. 
Remark: read (a+b*i) ! n> for a+b*i! n>. 
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Command 
Abbreviation 
Action 

@focus display shape of lines 
@ds 
Shows the lineshapes of the excitations. Only 
those excitations with positive transition energy 
are shown. The excitations are ordered by 
ascending energies. If a message ERROR: Exci
tation spectrum not yet determined appears, type go. 

~#:(q)f()~usdisplay shape of lines ". . 

E:R:R0R: ExcitationspectriImnotyet determined 

¥Pgo . . 


;r>q.you wish to restore the oldparameters[N]? 

#'(gjt'ocus displayshai.>e of lines 


The sample temperature is : 4.50 Kelvin .' .... ...... ..... .............................' . . 

Energy levels which are closer than 0~06 Kelvinare·~sl!med,t9~de~eri~rateQ. 

Only those excitations are printed out whose intdlsitiesare~gteatetor: . 

eqllalO.Ol barn. . 

ExCitations with negative energies are notpriritedQuL . . 

The lineshape of a negative excitation is determined by the positive one. 

The excitations are ordered b~ ascending energies; 


0: elastic line Gauss 
1 : O.OOmeV 24.66 barn Lorentz*Bosefa~tor 
2: 0.41 meV 7.59 barn Gauss 
3: 2.42meV 0.21 barn Gauss 
4: 2.83 meV 11.87 barn Gauss 
5 : 3.51 meV 0.44 barn Gauss 
6: 3.92meV 3.88 barn Gauss 
7: 7.22meV 1042 barn . Gauss 
8 : 7.76meV 0.02 barn Gauss 
9: 8.17 meV 0.23 barn Gauss 

10: 9.05meV 0.53 barn Gauss 
11: 9.46 meV 1.52 barn . Gauss 
12: 10.43 meV 0.02 barn Gauss 
13 : 10.83 meV 0.60 barn Gauss 

# 


The calculated excitation spectrum of Er3+ at a temperature of 4.5 
Kelvin. For the parameter settings look to @focus display 
excitations. 
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Monte-Carlo commands provided by 
FOCUS 

The Monte-Carlo commands provided by FOCUS should help to 
find reasonable starting parameters if there are none existing by 
physical reasons or other measurements. Actually, the FOCUS 
command @focus montecarlo new (or @ m n) generates random 
values of all those parameters which have been previously limited 
by a lower and an upper limit. Remember that the MULTI_FRILLS 
command limit [nl n2-n3 ... ] (or I [nl n2-n3 ... ]) supports this task. 
In addition make sure that all parameters which should be varied 
by Monte-Carlo are not fixed. If so, use the MULTI_FRILLS 
command clear parameter ( or c p [n1 n2-n3 ...] ) to free those 
parameters you are interested in. After typing @ m n the user is 
asked for the nurrtber of Monte-Carlo steps and for the maximum 
X2 which should be considered. FOCUS 1.0 will store the best 100 
parameter sets which are ordered by ascending X2 values and 
labed by their position in the X2 - list. If you want to display the X2 

values which have actually been found by Monte-Carlo, use the 
@focus montecarlo display (or @ m d) command. A quick view 
how those parameter sets fit to the experimental neutron data is 
achieved by the @focus montecarlo plot [nl n2-n3 ... ] (or @ m p 
[nl n2-n3 ... J) command. If you are interested in a special Monte
Carlo parameter set for further fitting, you can load the parameter 
set by typing @focus montecarlo load [nl] (or @ m I [nl] ). 

How does the Monte-Carlo simulation work in detail? All limited 
parameters are transformed to angles with values between [O,n]. 
These angles are then varied randomly. For more details see 
Appendix: Monte-Carlo on n parameters with finite boundaries. 

If you have no idea what the limits of the magnetic field or crystal 
field parameters might be, it is recommended by the author to alter 
to the (x,R)-parameter scheme (see Appendix: The n-dimensional 
spherical parameters) first. Use the @focus alter parameter xR (or 
@ a p x) command. As this transformation will affect the magnetic 
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field and crystal electric field parameters only, make sure that at 
least one of those parameters are not fixed. If the transformation 
to the (x,R)-parameter scheme is successful, the n unlimited 
parameters will be transformed to n-l Xi parameters with finite 
boundaries of -1 and 1, and one unlimited R parameter which 
represents the over-alI-splitting of the excitation spectrum. Mter 
some Monte-Carlo runs it is not difficult to get a feeling what the 
upper and the lower limit of the R parameter is. 

Command @focus montecarlo 
Abbreviation @m 
Action An entry to all montecarlo commands. 

#: @focus montecarlo 

After calling the entry command @focus montecarlo (or @ m), the 
user is asked for a further specification what Monte-Carlo 
command he wants to use. In the example above the command 
@focus montecarlo load (or @ m I ) command was called by 
choosing I for load. 
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Command @focus montecarlo new 
Abbreviation @ m n 
Action Starts a Monte-Carlo on all free and limited 

parameters. FOCUS 1.0 will store the 100 best 
parameter sets. 

The following parameters will be varied by Monle-Carlo: 
Re V20 : R (meV) [5.0000 15.000 ] 
Re V40 :x2 [-1.0000 1.0000 ] 
Re V44 :x3 [-1.0000 1.0000 ] 
Re V60 :x4 [-1.0000 1.0000 ] 
Re V64 :x5 [-1.0000 1.0000 ] 
Monte-Carlo starts on 19 :25 :34 

2. Monte-Carlo Step Chi**2 = 14.2 

3. Monte-Carlo Step Chi**2 = 15.0 

4. Monte-Carlo Step Chi**2 = 39.0 

5. Monte-Carlo Step Chi**2 = 13.9 

6. Monte-Carlo Step Chi**2 = 18.4 

Monte-Carlo starts on 19 :25 :34 

Monte-Carlo ends on 19 :25 :40 


After calling the Monte-Carlo command @focus montecarlo new 
(or @ m n), the user is asked for the number of Monte-Carlo steps 
and for the maximum of X2 which should be considered. 
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Command 
Abbreviation 
Action 

@focus montecarlo display chi**2 
@md 
Displays the X2 - values which have been found 
by @focus montecarlo new. 

*2 is 
2. stored Monte-Carlo Chi**2 is 
3.. stored Monte-Carlo Chi**2 is 

The Monte-Carlo command @focus montecarlo display chi**2 or 
(@ m d) is used for displaying all parameter set numbers up to a 
X2 - value of 16.0. In this example there are only three parameter 
sets which fulfill this restriction. The parameter set number are 1
3, respectively. 

Command @focus montecarlo load [n1] 
Abbreviation @ml [nl] 
Action Loads the n1-th parameter set in the actual 

parameter table. Use the MULTI_FRILLS 
command display parameters (or d p) to check 
that the parameter set has been loaded. To find an 
approbiate parameter 
FOCUS command @f
chi**2 (or @ m d). 

set 
ocus 

number 
montec

n1 
arlo 

use 
display 

the 

I : @focus montecarlo load 5 

The Monte-Carlo command @focus montecarlo load 5 loads the 
fifth parameter set to the actual parameter table. 
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Command @£ocus montecarlo plot [nl n2-n3 n4 ... ] 
Abbreviation @ m p [nl n2-n3 n4 ... ] 
Action Choose the nl-th, n2-th to n3-th, n4-th, ... 

parameter sets found by Monte-Carlo and plot the 
calculated excitation spectra over the experimental 
neutron data. This command is designed for 
having a quick view on the Monte-Carlo sets. 
Actually, the command will not change the actual 
parameter table. If you want to load a special 
parameter set in, use the FOCUS command @£ocus 
montecarlo load [nl] ( or @ m 1 [nl]). 

# @focus montecarlo plot 1·4 
Enter min energy [ 0.0]: 
Enter max energy [ 67.0]: 20 
Enter min intensity [ 0.0]: 
Enter max intensity [ 300.0]: 600 

# 


Plot the calculated excitation spectra of the first four Monte-Carlo 
parameter sets over the experimental neutron data. 
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MULTI FRILLS Commands 


This section gives only a short survey over the possible 
MULTI_FRILLS commands because a MULTI_FRILLS manual will 
be available soon. The word MULTI_FRILLS stands for MULTIple 
Fitting of Results Interactively by Least Squares and allows 
therefore a simultaneously fitting of multiple spectra. FOCUS 
Version 1.0 does not support multiple spectra fitting. Type help (or 
just h) at the # prompt to show all the implemented 
MULTI_FRILLS commands. 

# help 

Possible commands are: 


Help Help provided on each command 
Display - Display Data, Parameters, Calculation, Fit or Matrix 
Input - Input parameters from file 
Output - Output Parameters, Calculation or Fit to a diskfile 
Use - Use specified dataset in subsequent commands 
Plot - Plot Data, Calculation, Fit, Residuals or Over 
Keep - Store previous plot in a disk file 
Modify - Modify data points 
Remove - Remove data points 
Set - Set parameters 
Fix - Fix parameters 
Bind - Bind two parameters together in fits 
Clear - Clear fixed Parameters or modified Data 
Limit - Limit parameters 
Alter - Alter fitting constants and output characteristics 
Title - Set plot points 
Go - Fit function to data 
Jump - Issue DCL command or spawn DCL sub-process 
Exit - exit from routine 
@focus FOCUS defined commands 

;Eacllcommand may be abbreviated by the first letter 
Type Help followed by the commarrd for further infonnation 
# 

You will found no description of the command @focus in the 
MULTI_FRILLS manual, because it has been defined by FOCUS 
itself to have an entry to FOCUS defined commands. 
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Appendix 

The hamiltonians used in FOCUS 

FOCUS calculates the crystal electric field in two different ways. 
The first method uses Stevens' operator-equivalents while the 
second method applies 3j-symbols. Howeverl both methods 
should give exact the same result. Implementation of both 
provides therefore an easy check of the CEF calculation. The total 
hamiltonian R is a sum of three terms . 

H = HCEF + HEXT + HMOL 

A A 

HEXT = !iB. gJ .BEXT . J 

A A 

HMOL = 2 . JlB . (gJ -1) . BMOL • J . 

NEXT and RMOL are magnetic field contributions due to an external 
and a molecular magnetic field coupling to the total angular 
momentum J of a rare earth 3+ ion. The following crystal eletric 
field hamiltonian ReEF is used in Stevensl operator-equivalent 
notation 

(JMIHcEFIJM')= LBkO·(JMIOkO(J)IJM,)+l L ±B;q'(JMIOkq(J)IJM') 
k=2.4.6 2 k=2.4.6 q =-k 

q"'O 

where the Bkq are complex crystal field parameters and the Okq(J) 

are the full Stevens' operator-equivalents. The sum over q only 
takes those values which are not forbidden by the point symmetry 
of the rare earth ion. In the notation of 3j-symbols the crystal 
electric field hamiltonian ReEF has a different form 
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A "" (J k JJ A(1MI HCEFIJM ' ) = £..J £..J D~q' (_l)J-M . , . (111 Ck (J)II J) . 
k=2.4.6 q -M q M 

Again the Dkq are complex crystal field parameters and the sum 
over q is taken over all values between -k and k which are not 
forbidden by the point symmetry of the rare earth ion. Both the Dkq 

and the Bkq are connected via the equations 

BkO =DkO 'tkO '(OkO forq =0 

Bkq =2 . Dkq' tkq • (Okq for q :¢:. 0 

and the reduced matrix elements is 

(JIICk(J)IIJ)= 1. (2J+k+l)! 
(2J -k)! 

References 

For the defnition of the full Stevens' operator-equivalents Okq(J) 

and the constants tkq and (Okq look to (and references therein) : 

P Hoffmann, Generalization of Stevens' operator-equivalent method, J. 
Phys. A: Math. Gen. 24 (1991) 35-44 

The calculation of 3j-symbols is described in: 

A Lindner, Drehimpulse in der Quantenmechanik, Teubner Studien
buecher Physik, Stuttgart 1984, ISBN 3-519-03061-6, page 39 ff 

M Rotenberg, The 3j and 6j Symbols, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 
1959 
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The rotation of the crystal electric field 
hamiltonian 

The crystal electric field hamiltonian in the fixed crystallographic 
(single crystal) system with the axis abc may be written to 

iI: LFk: • ckq 
k.q 

where both the ~q, the multiple moments of the crystal electric 

field (i.e. crystal field parameters) and the ckq which are tensor 

operators of order k, are defined in the fixed crystallographic 
system of the single crystal. A Rotation 

R(a~'Y ) : exp(-i .a . j c) . exp(-i . ~ . j b) . exp(-i .'Y . j c) 

of the crystal electric field hamiltonian by the three Euler-angles 
a, ~ and 'Y yields new crystal field parameters F~ and new tensor 

operators C~q 

R(a~'Y)·iI.R(a~'Yrl =iI': LF'~. 'C'kq" 
k.q· 

The F' kq' are now the multiple moments of the crystal electric field 
in the rotated system with the axis x y z. They are connected to the 
Fkq by the equation 

k 
,* '" * (k) RF kq' = £.,; ~q • Dq, q (afJ'Y) . 

q=-k 

For the rotation matrix D~~~(a~'Y) the following equation holds 

D~~~(a~'Y) exp(-i·a .q' ). d~~;(~). exp(-i·'Y . q) 
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where the reduced functions d~~~(~) can be calculated by 

d(~)(~)= (k+q')!(k-q')! 

qq (k+q)!(k-q)! 


~ ( l)k-q-n (k -qJ( k+ q J 2n+q'+q ~ . 2k-2n-q-q' ~ X L.J - cos -sm 
n n k-q'-n 2 2 

with n fulfilling max{O,-(q+q' )}:::; n:::; min{k-q,k-q'}. Pay attention 
to the fact that d!~~(O) is the Kronecker delta funtion Oq.q. 

For a crystal field spitting within one J-multiplet the tensor 
operator ckqof rank k is equal to ak 'Ckq(J). Where Ckq(J) is an 
operator-equivalent and the ak are the operator-equivalent factors 
a2 ,a 4 and a6 well known as the Stevens' factors a J' ~ and "( J • J 

Stevens' operator-equivalent okq(J) and the ckq(J) are connected by 

Ckq(J)=Ckq '(Okq .Okq(J). 

References 

A Lindner, Drehimpulse in der Quantenmechanik, Teubner Studien
buecher Physik, Stuttgart 1984, ISBN 3-519-03061-6, page 39 ff 

H A Buckmaster, R Chatterjee, and Y H Shing, phys. stat. sol. (a) 
13, (1972) page 9 ff 
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The rotation of the external magnetic 
field hamiltonian 

FOCUS rotates simultaneously the external magnetic field and the 
crystal electric field hamiltonian. The molecular magnetic field is 
assumed to be parallel to the spin moment and therefore is not 
influenced by any rotation. The hamiltonian for the external 
magnetic field can be written to the form 

HEXT !lB' gJ. BZ B .J... [....JZ + -1 (+".J- + B- "+ )] • 
EXT 2 EXT EXT 

The components of the external magnetic field and the total 
angular momentum operator are based in the fixed 
crystallographic (single crystal) system with axis abc. Now the 
following identity holds between the total angular momentum 
operator J and a tensor operator v1q of rank one 

" "zV;o = ex· J 

" ex ,,+ 
V;.±l =+ .J-

and the constant ex is equal to 
,..---- 

3 ex= 1----
J(J + 1)(2J + 1) 

The reduced matrix element (JIIV111J) is by definition .J3. Rewriting 
of the hamiltonian in the tensor operator scheme gives 

" A 

HEXT =!lB' gJ . I.. M1q · V;q 
q 

- 1 B+M J ±l = + M EXT . ex-v2 

1 z 
M IO = BEXT 

ex 
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A rotation of the hamiltonian leads to new tensor operators of rank 
one with different magnet field components M;q' 

R(a~y)· HEJCr· R(a~yrl =H~ = J.lB· gJ. L M;q' .~~.. 
q' 

They are calculated by 

The external magnetic field has in the rotated system the values 
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The transformation to a normalised 
parameter scheme 

The idea of a normalised parameter scheme is that FOCUS varies a 
parameter set where all parameter are comparable in size. This is 
achieved if the hamiltonian has the form 

B = BCEF + BExT + BMoL 

A ° (J) 1.." f v·. Okq(J)
HCEF = 2. VkO • kil + £... £... kq A 

k=2.4.6 II Re(OkO(J)) II 2 k=2.4.6q=-k II Re(Okq(J)) II 
q"O 

A Z JZ + J- _ J+ 
HMOL-V: . --+ v: .--+ v: ._

- MOL II J Z II MOL II r II MOL II r II . 

It is not difficult to find out how these new parameters are related 
to the old ones and is left as an exercise for the reader. However, 
the normalisation of the full Stevens' operator-equivalents are 
consistent in the following sense. The crystal electric field 
hamiltonian may be written to 

A _" v °kO(J)H CEF - £... kO· A 

k=2.4.6 II Re(OkO(J)) II 

+ 2. 2. Re(V ) Re(~kq(J)) + Im(V ) Im(~k/J)) 
k=2.4.6q>O 

k
q II Re(Ok/J )) II kq II Re(Okq(J))II 

and in fact the equation 

A A 

I I Re(Okq(J)) II = II Im(Okq(J))II 

holds. The normalisation by the real part of the full Stevens' 
operator- equivalents ensures a consistent way of normalisation 
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for all possible point symmetries. The norm used by FOCUS is 
defined by 

for an arbitary operator A. 
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The n-dimensional spherical parameters 

The components V;, ... , v" (n;::: 1) are assumed to be free and real fitting 
parameters. FOCUS identifies the V;, ... , v" with the normalised parameter 

mentioned in the last section. The transformation to spherical parameters is 
done by the equations 

V; = R sincp n sin CPn-1 sinCPn_2 sin CP3 sinCP2 

V; = R sincp n sin cP n-I sin CPn-2 sin CP3 COSCP2 

V3 = R sincp n sin cP n-I sinCPn_2 COSCP3 

v,,-2 = R sincp n sinCPn_1 coscp n-2 


Vn_1 = R sincp n coscp n-l 


v" = R coscpn 


If the radius R is chosen in the way that it can either be positive or 
negative, then the n-1 angles CP2'''' 'CPn have values between 0° and 1800 

, 

only. It follows that sincp; is always positive and coscp; covers all values 

between -1 and 1. The sign of R is equal to the sign of V; while R itself is 
equal to II V lin' Here the i-th norm is defined by 

V : = (V; , ... , v,,) 

"Y... IIVII,:= ~t yo' 

The radius R is therefore 

R =sign(V;) ·11 V lin 

and the n-1 angles cP 2 ' ••• , cP n are determined by 

\-I \1 . II V IIi-! v coscp i = -'-. signeR) A smCPi = IIVII.
i 2 ... n IIVII; 

I 
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By the last equations we can define XI variables by 

V XI:=COS<j>i =~.sign(R)E[-l,l]. 
i=2 ... n IIVili 
IIVii .. 0 

The transfonnation has now the fonn 

~ = R ~l-x; ~l-x;_1 ~1-x;_2 ... ~l-x; ~l-xi 
Yi = R ~l-x; ~l-X;_1 ~1-x;_2 ..... ~l-x; X2 

~ = R ~l-x; ~l-x;_1 ~1-x;_2 X3 

~-2 = R ~l-x; ~1-x;_1 Xn- 2 


~-I = R ~1-x; X n- 1 


~ = R Xn 


But, what happens if there exists an io with IIVllla =o? Let io be the first 

value with vanishing nonn and let it be the fIrst value with non vanishing 
nonn II V Ilil ::/= o. By the last equation on the left page we get 

v R 2 IIVII' l 
X" = __-. signeR) 1\ 1- x, = '1- = 0 => X,, =sign(V,. ) ·sign(R)'J . 

I I I IIIVII. IIVII. 
~ ~ 

For all io ::; i < i l the Xi can be set to an arbitary value. FOCUS set those Xi 

to zero 
V Xj=O. 

io~ i < II 

! ' 
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Monte-Carlo on n parameters with finite 
boundaries 

First of all FOCUS brings all limited parameters to the same scale. 
PiminSuppose the case of n ~ 1 limited parameters ::;; Pi ::;; prax with i = 1... n 

Piminand given finite boundaries and prax 
• The following linear 

transformation 1; which acts on each limited parameter Pi separately 

defines new parameters 1; (Pi) with the finite boundaries -1 and 1. It is 

therefore possible to define angles <P i E [O,1t] by 

cos <P i : = 1; (pJ . 

Here, the cosine function ensures that the Xi - parameters of the last chapter 
and the limited parameters PI mentioned above have all the same 

functional dependence to the angles <P i • In fact, for a Xi - parameter we find 

2 1+(-1) 
COS<Pi =1; (xJ= 1-(-1) -x, -1-(-1) = Xi • 

What is nothing else than the definition of the angles <P i of the last chapter. 


We end up with having n ~ 1 angles <p, with <P i E [O,1t] which have to be 


varied randomly between 0 and 1t • 

FOCUS uses a random number generator which generates numbers 
between 0 and 1 . Next, one has to decide whether a component should be 
varied or not and which value it should be given. FOCUS does both in a 
single step by choosing two random numbers rl and r2 for each angle <Pi' If 

rl and r2 are both lower than or equal to 0.5 then the angle <P i is varied and 

the value is <Pi = 0.5-1t '(lj + r2 +1). If rl and r2 are both greater than 0.5, 
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again the angle CPi will be varied and the value is cPj = O.5·1t·(lj +r2 -1). In 
the two other cases where rl and r2 do not share the same region, the angle 
cP i stays on the old value and is not changed at all. The possibility of 

changing the angle CPi is therefore 50%. 
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